Departments

Department of Analytic Philosophy
Department of Logic
Department of Comenius Studies and Early Modern Intellectual History
  Library of Comenius Studies
  Editorial Board of the Journal Acta Comeniana
Department for the Study of Ancient and Medieval Thought
  Research Group for Ancient Philosophy
  Research Group for Translations and Editions of Medieval Philosophical and Theological Texts (TRANSED)
  Research Group for the Study of Late Scholasticism
  Collegium Europaeum
Department for the Study of Modern Czech Philosophy
Department for the Study of Modern Rationality
Department for Contemporary Continental Philosophy

Centres

Centre for Classical Studies
Centre of Global Studies
Centre for Science, Technology and Society Studies
Centre for Formal Epistemology
Centre of Biblical Studies
Centre for Medieval Studies
Centre for Theoretical Study – Archive of Jan Patočka
Department of Classics and Classical Reception
Department of Biblical Studies
Department of Medieval Lexicography
Department of Neo-Latin Studies
Library of the Centre for Classical Studies
Editorial Board of the Journal Folia Philologica
Editorial Board of the Journal Eirene. Studia Graeca et Latina
Research Group for Moral and Political Philosophy
Research Group for Global Study
Editorial Board of the Journal Theory of Science
Library of Medieval Studies
Editorial Board of the Journal Studia Mediaevalia Bohemica
Editorial Section of OIKOYMENH